Parallel transmitter techniques are a promising approach for reducing transmitter B 1 inhomogeneity due to the potential for adjusting the spatial excitation profile with independent RF pulses. These techniques may be further improved with transmit sensitivity encoding (SENSE) methods because the sensitivity information in pulse design provides an excitation that is inherently compensated for transmitter B 1 inhomogeneity. This paper presents a proof of this concept using transmit SENSE 3D tailored RF pulses designed for small flip angles. An eightchannel receiver coil was used to mimic parallel transmission for brain imaging at 3T. The transmit SENSE pulses were based on the fast-k z design and produced 5-mm-thick slices at a flip angle of 30°with only a 4.3-ms pulse length. It was found that the transmit SENSE pulses produced more homogeneous images than those obtained from the complex sum of images from all receivers excited with a standard RF pulse. Magn Reson Med 57:842-847, 2007.
The advantages of MRI at high static magnetic field strengths (B 0 Ն 3T) include an increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (1) and increased BOLD functional MRI (fMRI) contrast (2) . A confound at high B 0 , however, is increased image artifact from RF field (B 1 ) inhomogeneity (3, 4) . The two factors that produce B 1 inhomogeneity are the shorter RF wavelength, which is further shortened by the dielectric properties of tissue, and the attenuation of RF amplitude due to tissue conductivity (5, 6) . These artifacts typically appear in the images as regions of increased and decreased brightness at 3T (7) . B 1 inhomogeneity can even produce regions with no signal at ultrahigh fields (8) . The result of B 1 inhomogeneity can be a loss of image contrast and an improper measure of the spin density.
Numerous methods have been proposed to mitigate B 1 inhomogeneity artifacts. These include specially designed coils (9, 10) , adiabatic pulses (11) , image postprocessing (12) , and small-tip-angle tailored RF (TRF) pulses (13) (14) (15) . TRF pulse techniques have the advantage of being able to compensate for the transmit B 1 inhomogeneity using a predetermined spatial excitation. More recently, it was shown that "B 1 shimming" can be performed using multiple transmitters (16 -18) . A homogeneous slice can be achieved by adjusting the magnitude and phase on each transmitter channel until a uniform composite excitation is obtained. The disadvantage of this approach is that there is no straightforward way to relate the observed inhomogeneity to the required RF pulse parameters for each transmitter.
There is currently much interest in transmit sensitivity encoding (SENSE) techniques because of the potential for reduced pulse lengths and power management (19, 20) . Transmit SENSE techniques were recently validated with parallel transmit hardware in phantoms using 2D RF pulses in a spin-echo sequence (21) , and a recent study proposed that transmit SENSE techniques can be used to reduce transmit B 1 inhomogeneity (22) . The hypothesis is that the transmit SENSE formalism provides a general approach for designing TRF pulses that are compensated for transmit B 1 inhomogeneity because the transmitter coil sensitivities are inherent in the pulse design. The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof of this concept using a practical three-dimensional (3D) TRF pulse. Due to a lack of transmit SENSE hardware, a pseudo transmit SENSE approach is implemented using a body coil for transmission and an array coil for reception. The technique is demonstrated to reduce the transmit B 1 inhomogeneity in 5-mm-thick slices using 4.3-ms-long pulses in phantom and human brains images at 3T.
THEORY
Assuming small flip angles, the composite spatial excitation profile w(r) from N simultaneous 3D TRF pulses can be written as the sum of the individual excitation profiles w n (r) produced by each pulse:
[ 1 ]
Here n represents an array element, and we assume that the excitation is separable such that p(z) is the excitation profile along the slice-select direction, which we will make identical for all pulses. The term q n (x,y) represents the in-plane excitation profile, which we have the freedom to control with the pulse design provided that we have adequate excitation k-space sampling. The magnetization M(r) that gets excited in the object will then be
where ␣ n (x,y) is the transmitter sensitivity, or equivalently the transmit B 1 inhomogeneity, and M 0 is the equilibrium magnetization. Here we assume that any variation along the slice-select direction is negligible. If we desire a uniform image with a slice thickness defined by the width of
This can be rewritten using the Fourier transform Q n (k x ,k y ) of the in-plane excitation profile q n (x,y):
This equation is recognizable as the image domain transmit SENSE equation (23) , with the restriction that the resultant magnetization must be constant (i.e., one). This equation can be rewritten as a matrix equation: ␣Q ϭ 1 [5] and approximate solutions for Q can be obtained by leastsquares minimization:
The requirements of the above theoretical arguments are easily met using the fast-k z pulse design (15) , which consists of a train of slice-select subpulses of shape P(k z ) (which is the Fourier transform of p(z)) separated by phase-encoding blips in x and y. This design is optimal if thin slices are required along z and minimal excitation resolution in x-y is desired. This is the case for a sliceselect pulse that needs to compensate a smoothly varying transmitter B 1 inhomogeneity. The use of phase encoding in x and y allows for a large degree of freedom in choosing sampling trajectories. Figure 1 shows the k x -k y sampling used for the pulses in this work, which was chosen to be hexagonal for optimal alias placement. Each point corresponds to the location of a slice-select subpulse, and the sign corresponds to the polarity of the z-gradient. Seven subpulses were used in this trajectory. Figure 1 also provides a definition for the transmit SENSE reduction factor R, which can be used to scale the phase-encoding blip area to increase the excitation resolution at the expense of a reduced excitation FOV. Normally R Ͼ 1 would result in an aliased excitation profile; however, the inclusion of the transmitter spatial sensitivities in Eq. [4] allows for reduced k x -k y sampling.
Due to a lack of parallel transmit hardware, the scanner's standard transmit body coil and multichannel receiver head coil can be used to perform a "pseudo transmit SENSE." This work-around assumes linearity between the reconstructed images, transmit sensitivity, and receive sensitivity, which is reasonable for small tip angles. The procedure begins with first measuring the receive sensitivities c n (x,y) for N receiver coils. N unique 3D RFT pulses are then constructed using Eq. [4] with ␣ n (x,y) replaced by c n (x,y). Each RF pulse is then sequentially transmitted with the body coil and received with only the phasedarray element corresponding to that pulse such that N unique complex images are acquired. The final image I(r) is obtained by summing all N complex images generated by the different pulses (this mimics the "simultaneous transmission"). Any slice profile aliasing due to reduced pulse lengths (i.e., undersampling) will be canceled by the complex summation. This process can be written as
Ϫik,xϪik,y dk x dk y [7] Note the similarity of this equation to Eq. [4] . A second assumption made is that there exists a transmit array with transmit sensitivities similar to the receive sensitivities of the coil array used in this work. Although the details of transmit coil construction are beyond the scope of this work, recent work using true transmit SENSE hardware supports this assumption, as well as that of linearity (21) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The transmit SENSE 3D TRF pulses were designed for use on a Siemens 3T Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The gradient slew rate and peak were 200 T/m/s and 40 mT/m. The scanner's standard transmit body coil and eight-channel receiver head coil were used to mimic transmit SENSE as described above. The receive sensitivity maps c n (x,y) were determined using array images and a body coil image (each acquired with the fast low-angle shot (FLASH) sequence described below) in an iterative fitting method (24) . The iterative technique removes the discontinuities in the sensitivity maps at the object edges, producing a smoother excitation. Once the sensitivity maps were found for the slices of interest, the amplitudes Q n (k x ,k y ) of each subpulse were determined from Eq. [7] using a conjugate-gradient technique. As described above and in Fig. 1 , the pulses consisted of seven subpulses, yielding a total length of 4.3 ms with an excitation resolution of 7.3 cm (R ϭ 1) or 4.8 cm (R ϭ 1.5) over a 22-cm excitation FOV. The slice-select profile p(z) was chosen to be Gaussian with a half width of 5 mm. All of the pulse construction programs were executed using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), which took approximately 1-2 s. An example of a transmit SENSE 3D TRF pulse for one coil is shown in Fig. 2 .
A standard 2D FLASH sequence with fat saturation and sequence parameters TE ϭ 15 ms, TR ϭ 300 ms, FA ϭ 30°, and matrix size ϭ 128 ϫ 128 was used for acquisition. These parameters were chosen such that a single slice could be acquired rapidly with sufficient contrast and SNR. The sequence could implement either the 3D TRF pulses or a standard slice-select pulse with the same p(z) and flip angle. Final images from the standard pulse were similarly obtained from a complex summation of the individual coil images. The scanner reconstruction performed a low-resolution phase correction on the complex image from each receiver such that any additional image phase from the coil geometry was removed. This combination was chosen to mimic a simultaneous excitation with multiple transmitters without transmit SENSE. An 18-cm-diameter uniform spherical phantom (12.5 mM NAA, 10 mM Cre, 3 mM Cho, 5 mM actate, 12.5 mM Glu, and 7.5 mM mI, pH 7.2, 0.1% Magnevist) and five normal adult human subjects were scanned. The human subjects were studied under approval of the University of Hawaii and Queens Medical Center Joint Institutional Review Board.
In the human scans we assumed that the body coil had a uniform transmit profile ␣(x,y) ϭ 1. In one of the phantom scans, however, we included an analytical estimate for the body coil sensitivity:
[8]
This equation represents a 2D Gaussian subtracted from unity to compensate for the increased magnitude in the image center due to body coil inhomogeneity. The parameters A, x 0 , and y 0 were used to adjust the magnitude and width of the 2D Gaussian function in an ad hoc fashion by visual inspection of the images. This was done to demonstrate that a complete correction requires consideration for both transmit and receive B 1 inhomogeneity.
Two methods were used to analyze B 1 inhomogeneity in the resultant slices. The first approach constructed histograms of the image magnitude distributed among all of the pixels in an image (25) . A smaller width of the histogram is indicative of the degree of magnitude uniformity. The width was determined by a least-squares fit of the histograms with a Gaussian function g(m):
where m is the bin number, and the parameters a, b, and c were determined by the fitting procedure. The full width half at maximum (FWHM) of the histograms was calculated with FWHM ϭ 2c ͱln(2).
[10]
The second method was to calculate the normalized standard deviation (SD/mean) of all of the pixel magnitudes in a given slice, excluding the region outside brain. A larger SD is indicative of a large degree of B 1 inhomogeneity. The data analyses and statistical methods were all performed using Matlab. Figure 3 shows the experimental slice profile from a transmit SENSE 3D TRF pulse taken in the uniform phantom. Also shown is a Gaussian fit to the data that yields a slice thickness of 4.7 mm, in good agreement with the desired 5 mm. Figure 4a shows example sensitivity maps for one slice in a subject. Figure 4b shows the corresponding eight individual coil images acquired using an R ϭ 1.5 pulse (the middle slice in Fig. 5b shows the complex sum of these eight images).
RESULTS

FIG. 4. a:
Example of the eight estimated sensitivity maps for a human brain slice. b: The corresponding eight individual coil magnitude images acquired using an R ϭ 1.5 transmit SENSE pulse tailored for that coil. The complex sum of the eight images is shown by the middle image in Fig. 5b. 
FIG. 5. a:
Images of a uniform phantom excited with an R ϭ 1 transmit SENSE pulse without (left) and with (middle) the body coil sensitivity correction, and an image obtained from complex summation using a standard pulse (right). b: Brain images obtained using R ϭ 1 (left) and R ϭ 1.5 (middle) transmit SENSE pulses, and an image obtained using the complex sum and standard pulse (right). Figure 5a shows images of the uniform phantom excited with an R ϭ 1 transmit SENSE pulse without (left) and with (middle) the additional correction for the body coil sensitivity given by Eq. [8] . The image on the right shows the result of complex summation using the standard pulse. All of the images are shown with the same window and level. Visual inspection shows that the image acquired with the standard pulse is the most inhomogeneous. Note that the inhomogeneity from the body coil is also apparent in the left and right images and was corrected in the middle image. Although the transmit SENSE technique is focused on reducing transmitter B 1 inhomogeneity, this demonstrates that both transmitter and receiver B 1 inhomogeneities need to be considered. Figure 5b shows a comparison of a brain image obtained from one subject using R ϭ 1 (left) and R ϭ 1.5 (middle) transmit SENSE pulses, as well an image obtained using the complex sum and standard pulse (right). All of the images are shown with the same window and level. By visual inspection, the images acquired with the transmit SENSE pulses are more uniform than the image obtained using the standard pulse. Figure 6a shows histograms of the distributions of pixel magnitudes in the phantom images shown in Fig. 5a . The half widths of the histograms were measured to be 7.9, 3.6, and 2.3 for the standard pulse and the transmit SENSE pulse without and with the body coil sensitivity compensation. Figure 6b shows histograms of the distributions of pixel magnitudes in the brain images shown in Fig. 5b . The images acquired with the transmit SENSE pulses have narrower histograms. Note that although no additional aliasing is seen in the image acquired with the R ϭ 1.5 pulse, the additional excitation resolution provided by the pulse (4.9 cm) did not produce any noticeable improvement in image uniformity. The FWHM of histograms and the SD/mean measurements of slices obtained in all five subjects are listed in Table 1 . Both the FWHM and SD/ mean measurements of the transmit SENSE pulse images are smaller than the corresponding slices generated using the standard pulse. A t-test was performed to compare the FWHM and SD/mean of the transmit SENSE slices with those of the slices generated with the standard pulse. The subsequent P-values all indicate that the differences in means of these parameters are statistically significant.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a theoretical description of the inherent B 1 inhomogeneity compensation property of the transmit SENSE technique, as well as a demonstration using a practical slice-select 3D TRF pulse implementation. We also devised a work-around to mimic transmit SENSE using a phased-array receiver and complex summation. This requires an assumption of linearity as well as the existence of a transmit array with sensitivities similar to those of a typical receiver array. These assumptions appear to be reasonable, as demonstrated in a previous work that compared parallel transmission to complex summation (21) . We found that the transmit SENSE pulses at 3T provided a statistically significant improvement in image uniformity compared that obtained using a standard pulse. As in our previous work (15) , the fast-k z pulse design provided a practical 3D TRF implementation for a 5-mm-thick slice. We found that 4.3-ms-long pulses with a 7.3-cm excitation resolution (R ϭ 1) and 22-cm excitation FOV were adequate at 3T. Furthermore, multiple slices in a single subject should present no difficulty. In this study we used flip angles of only 30°; however, an investigation of larger flip angles will be conducted in the future.
The limitations of this work include the lack of a demonstration using parallel transmission hardware. Only a few centers will be equipped with such systems for the near future. As such, we were unable to perform a true comparison of transmit SENSE with simultaneous transmission ("B 1 shimming") using pulses with optimized magnitudes and phases. It may be that B 1 shimming techniques can offer equivalent image uniformity; however, our results indicate that transmit SENSE pulses show promise and are reasonably practical to implement. It is also possible that a single pulse used with multiple transmitters, or the previously described pulse (15) using a volume coil are just as effective at compensating for the transmitter B 1 inhomogeneity. Multiple transmitters may not be absolutely necessary. The use of one transmitter or one pulse would simplify implementation; however, it would not be possible to obtain reduction factors or other benefits of multiple transmitters, such as power management.
Although we show in Fig. 5a that both transmitter and receiver inhomogeneity may be incorporated into the pulse design, this was done only for demonstrative purposes. We believe that the receiver inhomogeneity would be better addressed during reconstruction. The use of parallel transmission has also been proposed to address the problems of ultrahigh-field imaging, such as at 7T (17) . Although our demonstration was performed at 3T, there is no theoretical reason to suggest that some implementation of transmit SENSE would not have a possible role at ultrahigh fields. The use of ultrahigh fields, as well as the effects of power absorption and large flip angles, will need to be evaluated before final judgment can be made. *Also shown are P-values from a t-test between the slices excited using the transmit SENSE pulse (R ϭ 1) and the standard pulse.
